
What I like  To make it perfect  
Amazing! Tonnes of inspiration for ideas and stuff I’m actually going to 
put in place immediately. Really, really useful. Thanks! 
Best bits: reminders that detail should feed to company mission – how 
to make this visible – and what the product owner should be doing. 
Don’t let anything into the sprint not ready, or out to the sprint not 
done. 

 

Excellent. Extremely useful and thought-provoking. 
Must get the slides 

 

Fills in many gaps 
“New” thinking about PO explained 
Good integration of Kanban 

More story mapping basics 

Lots of valuable stuff for the Product Owner role 
Visible tools to show the business 
How and why multiple persons may cooperate in the PO role 

Timeline/overview to implement the various tools 
A clear summary to take it all home 
Suggestion: turn this into a tutorial at a large conference 

Excellent presentation 
Useful tools provided 
Some new ideas that might work for me 
It delivered on my expectations! 

 

Use Story hierarchy & Product Owner responsibility A bit more time to provide examples (examples that were there were 
good) 

The best session I attended so far! Thank you  

Great presentation 
Good sheets and figures 
Practical 
The whole value chain visualized 

 

Brilliant subject, flowed really well, very clearly explained More time needed + practical ??? of building a story map 
Include it as a proper session at next XP Day 



Good speaker 
Good examples 

Maybe interactive? 

Definition of Ready Maybe a bit more interaction would be nice 
But I liked it! 

Very useful tips 
Recognize the problems other Pos all have 
Refreshing new ideas 
Keeping the overview 

Talk slower  

Great session 
Got me thinking 
Definition of Ready!! 

 

Very good! Interesting techniques Someone should write a book about this & more 
Good set of tools for the PO role 
Good and experienced presentation 

 

Clear, simple, usable  
Very good presentation! 
The speaker and the subject 

The time can be longer. It is interesting enough 

 


